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Abstract. We propose a bilevel optimization approach for the determination of parameters in
nonlocal image denoising. We consider both spatial weights in front of the fidelity term, as well as
weights within the kernel of the nonlocal operator. In both cases we investigate the differentiability of
the solution operator in function spaces and derive a first order optimality system that characterizes
local minima. For the numerical solution of the problems, we propose a second-order optimization
algorithm in combination with a finite element discretization of the nonlocal denoising models and
a computational strategy for the solution of the resulting dense linear systems. Several experiments
are run in order to show the suitability of our approach.
1. Introduction. Nonlocal image denoising has emerged in the last years as
an important alternative in image processing, due to the fact that it enables the
reconstruction of important image features by considering similar intensity patterns
between pixels or patches in a given spatial neighbourhood or all over the whole image
domain. Although originally the main concern was the design of direct nonlocal filters
[39, 40, 42], the field expanded afterwards with the consideration of different energy
functionals to accomplish the denoising task [19, 20, 27]. This variational framework
enabled the employment of additional modeling features that have been used already
for image reconstruction tasks in local models.
The use of different kernels within the nonlocal model leads to different outcomes,
and tuning their parameters is a difficult task. In recent years bilevel optimization
has been utilized for the identification of optimal parameters in image processing
[10, 11, 24]; this attempt includes analytical as well as numerical studies, using both
finite-dimensional [23,24] and PDE-constrained optimization approaches [10,11,22].
In this paper we aim at extending the bilevel optimization methodology to nonlo-
cal operators with integrable kernels. Similar to previous contributions, we consider
a supervised learning framework and assume existence of a training set of clean and
noisy images we can learn from. Using a variational setting similar to the one devel-
oped in [14, 17], we analyze the differentiability properties of the solution mapping
and derive necessary optimality conditions of Karush-Kuhn-Tucker type.
To our knowledge, this is the first paper on bilevel optimization for nonlocal
operators; as such, the impact of this work goes beyond image processing, providing
a useful tool in the context of nonlocal optimization and control for a wide range of
applications including fracture mechanics [21,25,38], anomalous subsurface transport
[4,35,36], phase transitions [3,12,18], multiscale and multiphysics systems [1,2], MHD
[34], and stochastic processes [7, 13,29,30].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the nonlocal vector calculus is
briefly summarized and the use of nonlocal operators in image processing is presented.
In Section 3 we consider a bilevel optimization approach to optimize the spatially
dependent fidelity weight for a general denoising problem. Thereafter, in Section 4, the
optimal weights of a nonlocal means kernel are studied and characterized. Extensions
of the studied instances are reported in detail in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6,
we introduce a second order optimization algorithm for the solution of the bilevel
problems, and give insights of implementation aspects and numerical performance.
Several numerical tests illustrate our theoretical findings.
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2. Nonlocal imaging operators. Let Ω be a bounded domain in Rd. We use
the standard notation p¨, ¨q0,Ω and }¨}0,Ω for the inner product and the norm in L2pΩq,
the space of square integrable functions on Ω.
2.1. Nonlocal vector calculus. The nonlocal models considered in this paper
are analyzed using the nonlocal vector calculus [16]. We recall the basic concepts of
such calculus that will be used in this paper. Given the functions upxq : Rd Ñ R
and νpx,yq : Rd ˆ Rd Ñ Rd we let αpx,yq “ ´αpy,xq : Rd ˆ Rd Ñ Rd be an
anti-symmetric vector function and wpx,yq “ wpy,xq : RdˆRd Ñ R be a symmetric
positive kernel, integrable over Ω. We define the nonlocal divergence of ν as a mapping
Dν : Rd Ñ R such that
Dνpxq :“
ż
Rd
`
νpx,yq ` νpy,xq˘ ¨αpx,yq dy, x P Rd, (2.1)
and the nonlocal gradient of u as a mapping Gu : Rd ˆ Rd Ñ R such that
Gupx,yq :“ `upyq ´ upxq˘αpx,yq, @ x,y P Rd. (2.2)
The paper [16, §3.2] shows that the adjoint D˚ “ ´G, as in the local case. The
composition of nonlocal divergence and gradient gives
D`Guqpxq “ 2 ż
Rd
`
upyq ´ upxq˘`αpx,yq ¨αpx,yq˘ dy.
With the identification γpx,yq :“ αpx,yq ¨αpx,yq we define the nonlocal diffusion of
u as the operator Lu : Rd Ñ R such that
Lupxq :“ D`Guqpxq “ 2 ż
Rd
`
upyq ´ upxq˘ γpx,yq dy, @ x P Rd.
Then, we define the interaction domain ΩI of a bounded region Ω as the set of points
outside of the domain that interact with points inside of the domain, i.e.
ΩI “ ty P RdzΩ : γpx,yq ‰ 0, for x P Ωu.
In this work we consider localized kernels, i.e. γ is such that for x P Ω#
γpx,yq ě 0 @y P Bεpxq,
γpx,yq “ 0 @y P RdzBεpxq,
(2.3)
where Bεpxq “ ty P Rd : |x ´ y| ď εu, for all x P Ω and ε ą 0, is referred to as
interaction radius. For such kernels, we can rewrite the interaction domain as
ΩI “ ty P RdzΩ : |y ´ x| ď ε, for x P Ωu.
We define the nonlocal energy semi-norm, the nonlocal energy space and the con-
strained nonlocal energy space as follows
}v}2V :“
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
`
vpxq ´ vpyq˘2γpx,yq dydx, @ v P L2pΩq,
V pΩY ΩIq :“ tv P L2pΩY ΩIq : }v}V ă 8u,
VcpΩY ΩIq :“ tv P V pΩY ΩIq : v|rΩ “ 0u, for rΩ Ă ΩI .
(2.4)
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The paper [16, §4.3.2] proves that for integrable localized kernels as in (2.3) the
constrained energy space VcpΩY ΩIq is equivalent to
L2cpΩY ΩIq :“ tv P L2pΩY ΩIq : v|rΩ “ 0u
and that } ¨ }V „ } ¨ }L2pΩYΩIq. Unless necessary, we drop the dependence of V and
Vc on ΩY ΩI .
Nonlocal volume constrained problems We consider the solution of nonlocal
diffusion problems, i.e. the nonlocal counterpart of elliptic PDEs. Due to nonlocality,
when solving a nonlocal problem, boundary conditions (i.e. conditions on the solution
for x P BΩ) do not guarantee the uniqueness of the solution, which can only be achieved
by providing conditions on the interaction domain ΩI [16]. As an illustrative example,
we consider the following nonlocal diffusion-reaction equation for the scalar function
u:
´ Lu` λu “ f x P Ω, (2.5)
for some f P L2pΩq and λ P L8pΩq such that λ : Ω Ñ R`. Uniqueness of u is
guaranteed provided the following condition is satisfied [16]:
u “ g for x P ΩI , (2.6)
where g is some known function in the trace space
rV pΩIq “ tw : D v P V s.t. v|ΩI “ wu.
Without loss of generality, in our analysis we consider g “ 0 so that u P VcpΩY ΩIq.
The corresponding weak form is obtained in the same way as in the local setting by
multiplying (2.5) by a test function and integrating over Ω, i.e.ż
Ω
p´Lu` λu´ fqv dx “
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
GuGv dx dy `
ż
Ω
pλu´ fqv dx “ 0, (2.7)
where the equality follows from the nonlocal Green’s identity. Note that, by definition
of G, (2.7) is equivalent toż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
pupxq ´ upyqqpvpxq ´ vpyqqγpx,yq dx dy `
ż
Ω
pλu´ fqv dx “ 0. (2.8)
2.2. Nonlocal imaging formulation. In order to use the nonlocal vector cal-
culus for image denoising models, we consider the variational viewpoint proposed
in [19] and study the following kernels:
‚ Yaroslavsky kernel:
γ1px,yq “ exp
#
´
`
fpxq ´ fpyq˘2
δ2
+
X py P Bεpxqq,
‚ Nonlocal Means kernel:
γ2px,yq “ exp
"
´ 1
δ2
ż
R2
gptq`fpx` tq ´ fpy ` tq˘2 dt* X `y P Bεpxq˘,
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‚ Combination of the previous two kernels:
γCpx,yq “ exp
!
´ τ1
δ2
`
fpxq ´ fpyq˘2
´ τ2
δ2
ż
R2
gptq`fpx` tq ´ fpy ` tq˘2 dt* X `y P Bεpxq˘, (2.9)
where f is a given noisy image and where X p¨ P Bq indicates the indicator function
over a set B. These kernels are considered within an energy minimization problem.
In [6] it is shown that nonlocal means presents advantages in presence of textures
or periodic structures, whereas neighborhood filters, e.g. the Yaroslavsky filter, may
perform better for the preservation of particular edges. As a consequence, a kernel that
considers a combination of both contributions, as in (2.9), may provide an increased
denoising capability. In addition to these two kernels a variety of constructions have
been tested recently. We refer to [5] for a corresponding review article.
Once the kernel is chosen, the nonlocal energy minimization problem can be
written as
min
uPVc
Jpu, λq “ µ
2
}u}2V ` 12
ż
Ω
λ pu´ fq2 dx, (2.10)
where f P L8pΩY ΩIq stands for the noisy image and λ is a weight that balances the
fidelity term against the nonlocal regularizer. The weight can be either a scalar or a
spatially dependent quantity.
3. Optimization with respect to λ. We start by studying the identification
of an optimal spatially dependent λ in the denoising model (2.10). After analyzing
existence of a solution to the lower-level problem, with fixed parameters and weights,
the bi-level problem for the identification of the optimal λ parameter is stated. We
study the differentiability of the solution operator and the reduced cost functional,
and derive a first order optimality system for the characterization of the optimal
parameter. The case λ P R` is studied at the end of the section as a particular
instance.
3.1. Lower level problem. Let us recall the energy formulation of the nonlocal
denoising problem given by:
min
uPVc
Jpu, λq “ µ
2
}u}2V ` 12
ż
Ω
λpxqpu´ fq2 dx, (3.1)
where the energy norm } ¨ }V is defined as in (2.4) and, in particular, is induced by
the scalar product
pu, vqV “
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
`
upxq ´ upyq˘`vpxq ´ vpyq˘γpx,yq dydx
“ 2
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
`
upxq ´ upyq˘vpxqγpx,yq dydx, @u, v P V. (3.2)
In what follows we refer to (3.1) as the lower level problem and we study its well-
posedness as well as a necessary and sufficient condition for the characterization of
minima.
Theorem 3.1. For every λ P L8pΩq, with λpxq ě 0 a.e., there exists a unique
solution u P Vc for the lower level problem (3.1).
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Proof. Since the functional J is bounded from below, there exists a minimizing
sequence tunu Ă Vc. Thanks to the coercivity in Vc of the energy term, the sequence
is bounded in Vc; thus, there exists a subsequence, still denoted by tunu, that weakly
converges in Vc, i.e. un á u˚. Since J is convex and continuous with respect to the
energy norm, it is weak lower semi-continuous. Therefore,
Jpu˚q ď lim inf
nÑ8 Jpunq.
The uniqueness of the solution follows from the strict convexity of the functional.
We now consider the parameter space U :“ H1pΩq X L8pΩq and the admissible
set Uad :“ tv P U : λpxq ě 0 a.e.u. For λ P Uad, a necessary and sufficient optimality
condition for the lower level problem is given by the nonlocal variational equation
µpu, ψqV `
`
λpu´ fq, ψ˘
0,Ω
“ 0, @ψ P V. (3.3)
By choosing ψ “ u in (3.3) we have
µ}u}2V ď µ}u}2V `
ż
Ω
λu2 “
ż
Ω
λfu ď }λ}H1}f}8}u}0,Ω.
Using the equivalence of the energy and L2 norms, we then obtain the following
a-priori estimate
}u}0,Ω ď K}λ}H1pΩq. (3.4)
This estimate will be of importance in the analysis of the differentiability properties
of the solution operator carried out below.
3.2. Bilevel problem. We consider the following bilevel optimization problem
min
λPC J pu, λq “ `puq `
β
2
}λ}2H1pΩq
s.t. u “ arg min
uPVc
Jpu, λq “ µ
2
}u}2V `
ż
Ω
λpu´ fq2 dx,
(3.5)
where the feasible set is C “  λ P H1pΩq : b ě λpxq ě 0( is a subset of the control
space U .
The loss function `puq is assumed to be strictly convex and continuous with respect
to u. The simplest case corresponds to the PSNR-related loss function `puq :“ 12}u´
uT }20,Ω, which arises from a supervised learning framework, where uT corresponds to
the ground truth image and f to the corrupted–by–noise one. In such framework,
the training set is typically large and the number of lower level problems increases
accordingly, but the main analytical difficulties remain. That’s why we restrict our
attention hereafter to a single lower-level instance. Alternative loss functions based
on the image statistics have also been recently proposed [22] and may also been
considered in our framework.
Theorem 3.2. The bilevel optimization problem (3.5) admits a solution λ P C.
Proof. Since the functional J is bounded from below, there exists a minimizing
sequence tλnu Ă C such that J
`
upλnq, λn
˘Ñ J `upλ˚q, λ˚˘. Also, the Tikhonov term
guarantees that this sequence is bounded in H1pΩq. Thus, there exists a subsequence,
still denoted by tλnu, that converges strongly in L2.
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Let un P Vc be the unique (see Theorem 3.1) optimal solution to the lower level
problem (3.1) corresponding to λn. From the stability estimate (3.4) we have that
}un}0,Ω ď K}λn}H1pΩq ď K,
i.e. tunu is uniformly bounded in Vc. Thus, there exists a subsequence, that we still
denote by tunu, that weakly converges in Vc (and L2c , because of the equivalence of
spaces) to u˚. Next, we show that u˚ “ upλ˚q, i.e. the limit of tunu is the optimal
solution of the lower level problem in correspondence with λ˚. Formally,
J pu˚, λ˚q ď lim inf
nÑ8J pun, λnq. (3.6)
We treat the first two terms in J as we did in Theorem 3.1 for the lower level problem;
as for the third term, we get thatż
Ω
λ˚pu˚ ´ fq2 dx ď lim inf
nÑ8
ż
Ω
λ˚pun ´ fq2 dx,
which, thanks to the strong convergence of λn in L
2pΩq, implies thatż
Ω
λ˚pu˚ ´ fq2 dx ď lim inf
nÑ8
ż
Ω
λnpun ´ fq2 dx.
Thus, we conclude that
J pu˚, λ˚q ď lim inf
nÑ8J pun, λnq.
Thanks to the strict convexity of the denoising functional, the constraint (3.1)
has a unique minimizer and we may replace the restriction by its necessary and suffi-
cient optimality condition, and obtain the nonlocal-equation-constrained optimization
problem:
min
λPC `puq `
β
2
}λ}2H1pΩq (3.7a)
subject to
µpu, ψqV `
`
λpu´ fq, ψ˘
0,Ω
“ 0, @ψ P Vc, (3.7b)
for u P Vc. Note that (3.7b) is obtained by taking variations of the lower level
problem; its well-posedness follows from Theorem 3.1 as well as from the coercivity
of the bilinear form p¨, ¨qV .
3.3. Differentiability of the Solution Operator. In this section we analyze
the differentiability properties of the solution mapping. Due to the weak norm in the
denoising model, it is not possible to obtain Fre´chet differentiability results. Fortu-
nately, for the derivation of optimality conditions of first order, it suffices to obtain
Gaˆteaux differentiability, which is proved in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Let V be an -neighbourhood containing C and Sλ : V ÝÑ VC
be the solution operator, which assigns to each λ the corresponding solution to the
equation (3.7b). Then the operator Sλ is Gaˆteaux differentiable.
Proof. Let h P U “ H1pΩq X L8pΩq, and ut and u be the unique solutions to
(3.7b) corresponding to λ ` th and λ, respectively. Indeed for  and t small enough,
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equation (3.7b) is well-posed. Moreover, let C ą 0 denote a generic positive constant
along the proof.
By taking the difference between both equations, it follows that
µput ´ u, ψqV `
`pλ` thqput ´ fq ´ λpu´ fq, ψ˘0,Ω “ 0
or, equivalently,
µ
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
`put ´ uqpxq ´ put ´ uqpyq˘`ψpxq ´ ψpyq˘γpx,yq dx dy
`
ż
Ω
λpxqput ´ uqpxqψpxq dx` t
ż
Ω
hpxqutpxqψpxq dx “ t
ż
Ω
hpxqfpxqψpxq dx (3.8)
Choosing ψ “ ut ´ u and since λ P V, we get that
}ut ´ u}2V ď C
ˇˇˇˇ
t
ż
Ω
hpxqpfpxq ´ utpxqqput ´ uqpxq dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ď Ct}h}8}f ´ ut}0,Ω}ut ´ u}0,Ω,
which implies that
}ut ´ u}0,Ω ď Ct}h}8
 }f}0,Ω ` }ut}0,Ω(
ď Ct}h}8
 }f}0,Ω `Kp}λ}8 ` t}h}8q(.
Therefore, the sequence tztutą0, with zt :“ put ´ uq{t, is bounded and there exists a
subsequence (still denoted by tztu) such that zt á z weakly in V . From (3.8) and
defining Gv :“ αpx,yq`vpyq ´ vpxq˘, we getż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
µG
ˆ
ut ´ u
t
˙
Gψ `
ż
Ω
λ
ˆ
ut ´ u
t
˙
ψ `
ż
Ω
hput ´ uqψ “ ´
ż
Ω
hpu´ fqψ,
which implies thatż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
µGzt Gψ `
ż
Ω
λztψ `
ż
Ω
hput ´ uqψ “ ´
ż
Ω
hpu´ fqψ.
Taking the limit as tÑ 0, we get thatż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
µGz Gψ `
ż
Ω
λ z ψ “ ´
ż
Ω
hpu´ fqψ.
and, therefore,, z P Vc satisfies the equation
µLz ` λz “ hpf ´ uq.
By subtracting the equations for the state and the linearized state we get that
µ
ˆ
ut ´ u
t
´ z, ψ
˙
V
`
ż
Ω
λ
ˆ
ut ´ u
t
´ z
˙
ψ “ ´
ż
Ω
hput ´ uqψ. (3.9)
By choosing ψ “ ut´ut ´ z we then get that››››ut ´ ut ´ z
››››
V
ď C}h}L8}ut ´ u}0,Ω.
Thanks to the continuity of the solution operator we then get that
››ut´u
t ´ z
››
V
Ñ 0
as tÑ 0, which concludes the proof.
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3.4. Optimality system. Thanks to the Gaˆteaux differentiability of the solu-
tion operator we are able to derive an optimality system for the characterization of
the optimal solutions to (3.7).
Theorem 3.4. Let pu, λq P VcˆC be an optimal solution to problem (3.7). There
exists an adjoint state p P L2cpΩY ΩIq and Lagrange multipliers µ`Ω , µ´Ω P L2pΩq and
µ`Γ , µ
´
Γ P H1{2pΓq such that the following optimality system holds:
µpu, ψqV `
`
λpu´ fq, ψ˘
0,Ω
“ 0,@ψ P V, (3.10a)
µpp, φqV ` pλ p, φq0,Ω “ ´p∇`puq, φq0,Ω,@φ P V, (3.10b)
´β∆λ` βλ “ µ`Ω ´ µ´Ω in Ω,
β
Bλ
B~n “ µ
`
Γ ´ µ´Γ on Γ,
(3.10c)
0 ď µ`Ωpxq K λpxq ě 0, 0 ď µ´Ωpxq K pb´ λpxqq ě 0, @x P Ω,
0 ď µ`Γ pxq K λpxq ě 0, 0 ď µ´Γ pxq K pb´ λpxqq ě 0, @x P Γ.
(3.10d)
Proof. Let us consider the reduced cost functional
jpλq :“ `pupλqq ` β
2
}λ}2H1 , (3.11)
where upλq is the unique solution to the state equation (3.7b) corresponding to λ.
Taking the derivative of the reduced cost with respect to λ, we get that
j1pλqh “ `∇`pupλqq, u1pλqh˘
0,Ω
` βpλ, hqH1 , @h P U , (3.12)
where u1pλqh is the unique solution to the linearized equation
µ
`
u1pλqh, ψ˘
V
` `λu1pλqh, ψ˘
0,Ω
“ ´`hpu´ fq, ψ˘
0,Ω
, @ψ P VC . (3.13)
Using the adjoint equation
µpp, φqV ` pλp, φq0,Ω “ ´p∇`puq, φq0,Ω, @φ P Vc, (3.14)
which is uniquely solvable by the same arguments as in Theorem 3.1, we obtain that
j1pλqh “ ´µ`u1pλqh, p˘
V
´ `λu1pλqh, p˘
0,Ω
` βpλ, hqH1 . (3.15)
Using the linearized equation we then get that
j1pλqh “
ż
Ω
pu´ fqph dx` βpλ, hqH1 . (3.16)
Due to the box constraints on the parameter λ, a first order necessary optimality
condition is given by the variational inequality
j1pλqph´ λq “
ż
Ω
pu´ fqpph´ λq dx` βpλ, h´ λqH1 ě 0, @h P C. (3.17)
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The previous inequality corresponds to an obstacle problem with bilateral bounds.
From [41, Thm. 5.2], we get the extra regularity λ P H2pΩq and, using integration by
parts,
pλ, vqH1 “ pλ, vq0,Ω ` p∇λ,∇vq0,Ω
“ pλ, vq0,Ω `
ż
Γ
Bλ
B~nv dΓ´ p∆λ, vq0,Ω.
for all v P H1pΩq. Consequently, the variational inequality (3.17) can be written in
strong form as
´β∆λ` βλ “ µΩ in Ω,
β
Bλ
B~n “ µΓ on Γ,
where the multipliers µΩ P L2pΩq and µΓ P H1{2pΓq satisfy
pµΩ, v ´ λq ě 0, @v P C and pµΓ, v ´ λq ě 0, @v P C,
respectively. Thanks to the regularity of the multipliers and the box constraints, the
latter can also be written as`
µΩpxq, v ´ λpxq
˘ ě 0, @v P r0, bs Ă R, a.e. in Ω`
µΓpxq, v ´ λpxq
˘ ě 0, @v P r0, bs Ă R, a.e. in Γ.
Consequently, decomposing µΩ and µΓ in its positive and negative parts, we get that
µΩ “ µ`Ω ´ µ´Ω ,
µ`Ω ě 0, λpxq ě 0, µ`Ωpxqλpxq “ 0,
µ´Ω ě 0, λpxq ď b, µ´Ωpxq
`
b´ λpxq˘ “ 0,
and similarly for µΓ.
3.5. The scalar parameter case. In the case of a scalar parameter λ, the
Tikhonov regularization is no longer required and the bilevel problem is given by
min
0ďλďb `puq (3.18a)
subject to
µpu, ψqV ` λpu´ f, ψq0,Ω “ 0, @ ψ P Vc. (3.18b)
Defining the Lagrangian
Lpu, λ, pq :“ `puq ` µpu, pqV ` λpu´ f, pq0,Ω
and taking the derivative with respect to u, yields
Lupvq “ p∇`puq, vq0,Ω ` µpp, vqV ` λpp, vq0,Ω “ 0,
which implies that
µpp, vqV ` λpp, vq0,Ω “ ´p∇`puq, vq0,Ω, @ v P Vc.
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In a similar manner, we take the derivative with respect to λ and get that
Lλph´ λq “ pu´ f, pqph´ λq “ ph´ λq
ż
Ω
pu´ fqp dx ě 0, @ h P r0, bs.
Consequently, the optimality system is given by
µpu, ψqV ` λpu´ f, ψq0,Ω “ 0, @ψ P Vc, (3.19a)
µpp, vqV ` λpp, vq0,Ω “ ´p∇`puq, vq0,Ω, @v P Vc, (3.19b)
Pr0,bs
ˆ
λ´ c
ż
Ω
pu´ fqp dx
˙
“ λ, @c ą 0, (3.19c)
where Pr0,bs stands for the standard projection operator onto the interval r0, bs.
4. Optimization with respect to the weights. In this section we introduce
and analyze the bilevel problem for the identification of the optimal weight in the
kernel function. We consider the modified nonlocal means kernel
γwpx,yq “ exp
!ż
Bp0,Pq
´wpτq`fpx` τq ´ fpy ` τq˘2dτ), (4.1)
where P is the size of the patches to be compared and w P Uad :“ tv P L2pBp0,Pqq :
0 ď wptq ď W,@t P Bp0,Pqu is the spatial weight (see equation (2.9)). Although
the analysis carried out next concerns a specific nonlocal filter, it can be extended to
other integrable kernels as well.
4.1. Lower level problem. For a given λ P R` and w P Uad we consider the
following denoising problem
min
uPV wc
Jpu, λq “ µ
2
}u}2V w ` λ2
ż
Ω
pu´ fq2 dx, (4.2)
where V wc “
 
v P L2pΩY ΩIq : }v}V w ă 8
(
with
}v}2V w :“
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
`
vpxq ´ vpyq˘2γwpx,yq dydx.
and γwpx,yq given by (4.1).
Note that the spaces V wc are also equivalent to L
2
c for all w. By proceeding in a
similar manner as in Theorem 3.1, it can be readily verified that, for every w P Uad,
there exists a unique solution u P V w for the lower level problem (3.1). Moreover,
thanks to the strict convexity and differentiability of the fidelity function, the unique
minimizer is characterized by the following necessary and sufficient optimality condi-
tion
µpu, ψqV w `
`
λpu´ fq, ψ˘
0,Ω
“ 0, @ψ P V wc , (4.3)
where
pu, ψqV w “
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
`
vpxq ´ vpyq˘`ψpxq ´ ψpyq˘γwpx,yq dydx. (4.4)
Additionally, the following a-priori bound is directly obtained:
}u}V w ď Cλ}f}0,Ω. (4.5)
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4.2. Bilevel problem. We consider the estimation of the optimal weights in
the kernel defined by (4.1). The bilevel optimization problem reads
min
pw,uqPTad
`puq s.t. (4.3), (4.6)
where the feasible set is given by Tad :“
 pu,wq : w P Uad and (4.3) holds(.
Theorem 4.1. The bilevel problem (4.6) admits a solution pu˚, w˚q P Tad.
Proof. Since the functional is bounded from below, there exists a minimizing
sequence tpwn, unqu P Tad that is uniformly bounded, thanks to the box constraints
and the a-priori estimate (4.5). Moreover, thanks again to the box constraints and
the equivalence of spaces, the sequence tunu is also bounded in L2pΩY ΩIq. Thus,
there exists a weakly convergent subsequence, that we still denote by tpwn, unqu, and
a limit point pw˚, u˚q P L2pBp0,Pqq ˆ L2pΩY ΩIq such that wn á w˚ weakly in
L2pBp0,Pqq and un á u˚ weakly in L2pΩY ΩIq.
We next show that pu˚, w˚q P Tad. Since Uad is weakly closed, w˚ satisfies the
box constraints. Moreover, since f P L8pΩY ΩIq, it follows thatż
Bp0,Pq
´wnpτq
`
fpx` τq ´ fpy ` τq˘2dτ Ñ ż
Bp0,Pq
´w˚pτq`fpx` τq ´ fpy ` τq˘2dτ.
Hence, γwnpx,yq Ñ γw˚px,yq, @x,y. In addition, note that each pair pun, wnq solves
µ
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
pun ´ u1nqpv ´ v1qγwnpx,yqdy dx` λ
ż
Ω
un v dx “ λ
ż
Ω
f v dx, (4.7)
where we used the additional notation v :“ vpxq and v1 :“ vpyq. Thus,
µ
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
pun ´ u˚ ´ u1n ` u˚1qpv ´ v1qγwnpx,yqdy dx` λ
ż
Ω
un v dx
´ λ
ż
Ω
f v dx` µ
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
pu˚ ´ u˚1qpv ´ v1qγwnpx,yqdy dx “ 0.
Note that the first term goes to 0 as n Ñ 8. In fact, thanks to the uniform bound
|γwpx,yq| ď 1, @x,y,@w P Uad, and the weak L2 convergence of tunu,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
pun ´ u˚ ´ u1n ` u˚1qpv ´ v1qγwnpx,yqdy dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
pun ´ u˚ ´ u1n ` u˚1qpv ´ v1qdy dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇÑ 0 as nÑ8,
Using Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we also get that
lim
nÑ8
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
pu˚ ´ u˚1qpv ´ v1qγwnpx,yqdy dx
“
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
pu˚ ´ u˚1qpv ´ v1qγw˚px,yqdy dx.
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Consequently, as nÑ8, pu˚, w˚q P Tad, i.e.,
µ
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
pu˚ ´ u˚1qpv ´ v1qγw˚px,yqdy dx` λ
ż
Ω
pu˚ ´ fqv dx “ 0. (4.8)
Finally, since the loss function is assumed to be convex and continuous, it is
weakly lower semicontinuous, and, thus, pu˚, w˚q is a solution of (4.6).
4.2.1. Differentiability of the solution operator. We first prove a lemma
that will be useful in the proof of differentiability.
Lemma 4.2. Let w P Uad and h P L2pBp0,Pqq a feasible direction, i.e., there
exists some t P R` such that w ` th P Uad. Then the weak solution of problem
Ltut ` λput ´ fq “ 0 (4.9)
with
Ltvpxq “ 2µ
ż
ΩYΩIXBε
pu1 ´ uqγw`thpx,yqdy, (4.10)
satisfies the estimate
µ}ut}2V w ` λ}ut}2L2pΩYΩIq ď λ}f}L2pΩYΩIq}ut}L2pΩYΩIq. (4.11)
Proof. The weak formulation of (4.9) reads
µ
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
put ´ u1tqpv ´ v1qγw`thpx,yqdy dx
` λ
ż
Ω
put ´ fqv dx “ 0, @ v P Vt,
(4.12)
where Vt is the energy space induced by using pw ` thq as a weight in the definition
of the kernel. For v “ ut we have
µ
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
put ´ u1tq2γw`thpx,yqdy dx` λ}ut}20,ΩYΩI
“ µ}ut}2Vt ` λ}ut}20,ΩYΩI ď λ}f}L2pΩYΩIq}ut}0,ΩYΩI ,
which implies the result.
Remark 1. The last result in particular implies that
µ}ut}2V w ď λ}f}L2pΩYΩIq}ut}0,ΩYΩI and }ut}L2pΩYΩIq ď }f}L2pΩYΩIq. (4.13)
Combining both we then obtain that
}ut}V w ď Cpλq}f}L2pΩYΩIq. (4.14)
Next, we prove that the sequence tztu “
 
ut´u
t
(
has a bounded L2-norm and,
thus, contains a weakly convergent subsequence.
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Lemma 4.3. Let w P Uad and h P L2pBp0,Pqq a feasible direction. The sequence
tztu “
 put ´ uq{t(, where u and ut are the solutions of (4.3) and (4.9), is bounded
in L2.
Proof. By subtracting the weak forms (4.3) and (4.12), and using the equivalence
of norms, we get
µ
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
put ´ u1tqpv ´ v1qγw`thpx,yqdy dx
´ µ
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
pu´ u1qpv ´ v1qγwpx,yqdy dx
` λ
ż
Ω
put ´ uqv dx “ 0, @ v P V.
(4.15)
Thus,
µ
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
put ´ u´ u1t ` u1qpv ´ v1qγwpx,yqdy dx`
µ
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
put ´ u1tqpv ´ v1q
”
γw`thpx,yq ´ γwpx,yq
ı
dy dx
` λ
ż
Ω
put ´ uqv dx “ 0. (4.16)
By choosing v “ ut ´ u and dividing all expressions by t, we have
µ
t
}ut ´ u}2V w ` λt }ut ´ u}
2
0,ΩYΩI ` µ
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
put ´ u1tqput ´ u´ u1t ` u1q
1
t
”
γw`thpx,yq ´ γwpx,yq
ı
dy dx “ 0.
By using the differentiability of the exponential function as a superposition operator
and the equivalence of norms, we obtain
C
t
}ut ´ u}20,ΩYΩI `
λ
t
}ut ´ u}20,ΩYΩI
ď C˜
ˆ
}h}L2pBp0,Pqq}f}28,Ω ` optqt
˙
}ut}0,ΩYΩI }ut ´ u}0,ΩYΩI ,
which, thanks to estimate (4.11), implies that››››ut ´ ut
››››
0,ΩYΩI
ď Cpλ, hq}f}38.
Note that the lemma above guarantees existence of a weakly convergent subse-
quence, denoted the same, and a limit point z˚ such that zt á z˚ in L2pΩY ΩIq. In
the following lemma we derive the equation for z˚.
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Lemma 4.4. Let z˚ be such that zt á z˚ in L2pΩY ΩIq. Then, z˚ corresponds
to the unique solution of the linearized equation
µpz˚, vqV ` µpu, vq rV ` λpz˚, vq0,Ω “ 0, @v P V, (4.17)
with rV :“  u P L2pΩY ΩIq : }u} rV ă 8(, where } ¨ } rV is the energy norm induced by
the linearized kernel rγhpx,yq “ γwpx,yq şBp0,Pq´hpτq`fpx` τq ´ fpy ` τq˘2 dτ .
Proof. By (4.15) we have
µ
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
put ´ u1tqpv ´ v1qγw`thpx,yqdy dx
´ µ
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
pu´ u1qpv ´ v1qγwpx,yqdy dx` λ
ż
Ω
put ´ uqv dx “ 0.
Adding and subtracting pu, vqVt and dividing both sides by t, we get that
µ
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
1
t
`put ´ uq ´ pu1t ´ u1q˘pv ´ v1qγw`thpx,yqdy dx
`µ
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
pu´ u1qpv ´ v1q1
t
“
γw`thpx,yq ´ γwpx,yq
‰
dy dx
` λ
t
put ´ u, vq0,Ω “ 0,
Thanks to the weak convergence ut´ut á z˚ in L2pΩY ΩIq, the strong convergence
w ` th Ñ w, and the continuity and differentiability of the exponential function as
superposition operator, by taking the limit as tÑ 0 in the previous equation, we have
µpz˚, vqV ` λpz˚, vq0,Ω
` µ
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
pu´ u1qpv ´ v1qrγhpx,yqdy dx “ 0.
Uniqueness follows as for the state equation.
In order to complete the differentiability proof, we still have to show that ut´ut
strongly converges to z˚ as tÑ 0, which is accomplished in the next theorem.
Theorem 4.5. Let Sw : Uad ÝÑ V be the solution operator which assigns to
each w the corresponding solution to equation (4.3). Then the operator Sw is Gaˆteaux
differentiable.
Proof. Thanks to the Lemmas 4.2–4.4, it only remains to prove that››››ut ´ ut ´ z˚
››››
L2pΩYΩIq
Ñ 0 as tÑ 0.
From equations (4.16) and (4.17) we obtain that the difference ζ :“ ut´ut ´ z˚ is
solution of the equation
µpζ, vqV ` µ
t
put, vqVt´ µt put, vqV ´µput, vqV˜ `µput, vqV˜ ´µpu, vqV˜ `λ
ż
Ω
ζv “ 0,
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or, equivalently,
µpζ, vqV `µ
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
put´u1tqpv´v1q
„
1
t
γw`thpx,yq ´1
t
γwpx,yq ´ rγhpx,yq dy dx
` µput ´ u, vqV˜ ` λ
ż
Ω
ζv “ 0.
Choosing v “ ζ we get that
µ}ζ}2V ` λ
ż
Ω
ζ2 “ ´µput ´ u, ζqV˜
´ µ
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
put ´ u1tqpζ ´ ζ 1q
„
1
t
γw`thpx,yq ´1
t
γwpx,yq ´ rγhpx,yq dy dx.
Thanks to the nonlocal Poincare´ inequality, the convergence ut Ñ u in L2pΩY ΩIq
and the differentiability of the exponential function, we may pass to the limit as tÑ8
and get the result.
4.3. Optimality system. Thanks to the differentiability of the solution oper-
ator we are able to derive an optimality system to characterize the optimal solution
of (4.6).
Theorem 4.6. Let pu,wq be an optimal solution to problem (4.6). Then there
exists a Lagrange multiplier p P L2cpΩY ΩIq such that the following optimality system
holds:
µpu, ψqV w `
`
λpu´ fq, ψ˘
0,Ω
“ 0, @ψ P V w,
µpp, φqV w ` pλ p, φq0,Ω ` p∇`puq, φq0,Ω “ 0, @φ P V w,
µ
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
”`
upwq ´ upwq1˘pp´ p1qrγph´wqpx,yqıdy dx ě 0, @h P Uad.
(4.18)
Proof. Let us define the reduced cost functional
jpwq :“ `pupwqq, (4.19)
where upwq is the unique solution to the state equation (4.3) corresponding to w.
Taking the derivative of the reduced cost with respect to w, in direction h, we get
that
j1pwqh “ `∇`pupwqq, u1pwqh˘
0,Ω
, (4.20)
where u1pwqh is the unique solution to the linearized equation
µ
`
u1pwqh, ψ˘
V w
` µ`upwq, ψ˘
V˜
` λ`u1pwqh, ψ˘
0,Ω
“ 0, @ψ P V w. (4.21)
As we did with the Lagrangian in (3.19b), we get the adjoint equation
µpp, vqV w ` λpp, vq0,Ω “ ´p∇`puq, vq0,Ω, @v P V w, (4.22)
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which is uniquely solvable by the same arguments as in Theorem 3.1. Thus we obtain
j1pwqh “ ´µ`u1pwqh, p˘
V w
´ λ`u1pwqh, p˘
0,Ω
. (4.23)
Using the linearized equation and considering the box constraints on w, we then get
the first order necessary optimality condition
j1pwqph´ wq “ µ
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
”`
upwq ´ upwq1˘pp´ p1qrγph´wqpx,yqıdy dx ě 0,
for all h P Uad.
Remark 2. In the case of scalar parameter optimization, the last expression in
the optimality system may be replaced with
Pr0,W s
´
w ´ c`u, p˘
Vˆ
¯
“ w, @c ą 0, (4.24)
where Pr0,W s stands for the standard projection operator onto the interval r0,W s and
pu, pqVˆ :“
µ
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
`
u´ u1˘pp´ p1qγwpx,yq
»—– ż
Bp0,Pq
´`fpx` τq ´ fpy ` τq˘2 dτ
fiffifl dy dx.
This enables the use of projection algorithms for solving the bilevel problem.
5. Numerical solution. In this section we carry out the numerical investiga-
tion of the proposed bilevel approach. After describing the used discretization of the
different function variables involved and the implementation details about the eval-
uation of the kernel, we present the optimization algorithm utilized for the solution
of the problem. The algorithm makes use of limited memory second order informa-
tion within a trust-region scheme with active set prediction. The section concludes
with some numerical tests, where the main features of the approach and the solution
algorithm are presented.
5.1. Discretization. We recall that the derivative of the reduced functional for
the regularization bilevel problem (3.7) is given by
j1pλqh “
ż
Ω
pu´ fqph dx` βpλ, hqH1 . (5.1)
As we are interested in developing a second order method to solve the optimality
system (3.19), we need an H1–Riesz representation of this functional, which satisfies
the equation
py, hq0,Ω ` p∇y,∇hq0,Ω “
`pu´ fqp, h˘
0,Ω
` βpλ, hqH1 . (5.2)
This is equivalent to solving the following PDE:
´∆y ` y “ ´β∆λ` βλ` pu´ fqp in Ω,
By
B~n “ β
Bλ
B~n on BΩ;
(5.3)
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for which we recall that λ P H2pΩq. Since we are interested in solutions with dis-
continuities we use two finite element bases to approximate u in L2 and y in H1.
Specifically, we consider piecewise constant and piecewise linear discretizations, re-
spectively.
Throughout this section we denote discretized quantities by superscript h, ˝ is the
Hadamard product, i.e., v ˝ w :“ `v1w1, . . . , vnwn˘J for any two vectors v, w P Rn,
and diagpvq the diagonal nˆ n matrix with v as its diagonal. Moreover, the interval
ra : bs denotes the closed interval of integers from a to b.
Let T h be a partition of ΩY ΩI into regular non-overlapping polygons and Πk
the set of polynomials of degree less or equal than k. We consider the spaces
V hc :“
 
ϕ P  L2pΩY ΩIq : ϕ
ˇˇ
T
P Π0 and ϕ
ˇˇ
Ω˜
“ 0, @T P T h(, (5.4)
Y h :“  φ P CpΩq : ϕˇˇ
T
P Π1, @T X Ω P T h
(
. (5.5)
Note that V hc is a subspace of step functions and naturally V
h
c Ă Vc; without loss of
generality, we consider unit volume elements. Now, for every rectangle Ti P T h, and
letting uh :“ řTjPT h uhi ϕi, we have that
µpuh, ϕiqV hc “
1
2
¨ 2
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
`
upxq ´ upyq˘γpx,yqϕipxq dy dx
“
ż
ΩYΩI
ż
ΩYΩI
ÿ
TjPT h
uhjϕjpxqϕipxqγpx,yq dy dx
´
ż
ΩYΩI
ϕipxq
ż
ΩYΩI
ÿ
TjPT h
uhjϕjpyqγpx,yq dy dx,
but ϕipxqϕjpxq “ 0 whenever i ‰ j, therefore
µpuh, ϕiqV hc “
ż
Ti
ż
Ω
uhi ϕjpxqϕipxqγpx,yq dy dx
´
ż
Ti
ϕipxq
ż
ΩYΩI
ÿ
TjPT h
uhjϕjpyqγpx,yq dy dx
“ uhi
ż
Ti
ż
Ω
γpx,yq dy dx´
ż
Ti
ÿ
TjPT h
uhj
ż
ΩXTj
γpx,yq dy dx.
Here, let γh be a discrete approximation of the kernel in V hc , then
µpuh, ϕiqV hc “ uhi
ÿ
TjPT h
γhi,j ´
ÿ
TjPT h
uhj γ
h
i,j .
Notice that puh, ϕiqV hc “ 0 whenever Ti Ă ΩI . Here we recall that a constant factor
coming from the discretization of (3.2) is cancelled with µ.
Consequently, the discrete analogous of both nonlocal variational equations in
(3.10) is
λhi u
h
i ` Γiuhi ´
ÿ
TjPT
uhj γ
h
i,j “ λhi fhi , @Ti P T h, (5.7a)
λhi p
h
i ` Γiphi ´
ÿ
TjPT
phj γ
h
i,j “ uTi ´ uhi , @Ti P T h; (5.7b)
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where Γ is given by
ř
Tj
γhi,j . Furthermore if we let u
h, ph, and uT as elements in Rn,
and γh as a matrix in MnpRq, we get the following system of equations:`
diagpλhq ` diagpΓq ´ γh˘uh “ λhfh, (5.8a)`
diagpλhq ` diagpΓq ´ γh˘ph “ uT ´ uh. (5.8b)
The gradient of the reduced cost functional for problem (3.7) is discretized in Y h as
Ahyh `Bhyh “ F puh, λhq, (5.9)
with Ahi,j “
ş
Ω
∇φi,∇φjdx, Bhi,j “
ş
Ω
φiφjdx, and F puh, λhqi :“
ş
Ω
`puh ´ fhqph `
βλh
˘
φidx`řnj“1 λhi şΩ ∇φi ¨∇φjdx.
Nonlocal equations (3.19a) and (3.19b) get a similar discretization as above, which
also coincides with the one for the nonlocal equations of system (4.18). Let λ P R`,
w P R`, and δ “ w´2, we get`
λIn ` diagpΓwq ´ γhw
˘
uhw “ λfh, (5.10a)`
λIn ` diagpΓwq ´ γhw
˘
phw “ uT ´ uh, (5.10b)
where we use the sub-index w to indicate the dependency of the kernel with w. Thus,
the gradient of the reduced cost functional for problem (4.6) is discretized as
g1pwqh “ ´ph ¨ `diagppΓq ´ pγhw˘uhw, (5.11)
for which pΓ “ řTj pγhw,j and pγhw is a discretization of pγ.
We solve each nonlocal system of equations using the diagonal preconditioner
Pi,i :“
´ř
j a
2
i,j
¯´1{2
[32], where ai,j are the entries of the matrix of the system for u.
5.1.1. Computing nonlocal weights. For a given one channel image f : Ω ÞÑ
r0, 255s, where Ω “ r0, N s ˆ r0,M s, γh is computed by the difference of patches
around each pixel. It has been previously reported in [33] that the patch integral can
be estimated properly by computing it over a square patch of radius ρ ą 0. Since
the Gaussian kernel g takes small values away from the origin by an exponential rate,
then it is well approximated by the indicator function of the patch for small ρ.
We also consider a similar approximation for the support of the kernel function;
in fact, instead of using standard Euclidean neighborhoods, we consider balls induced
by the `8 norm. This makes the computation easier and, at the same time, provides
a more natural definition of neighborhood in the image processing context. It is
important to note that it can be shown that the nonlocal vector calculus is still valid
for this type of balls, i.e. the approximation does not compromise our theory. Taking
these considerations into account, we consider the following approximation.
γpx,yq « exp
#
´ 1
δ2
ż
B8ρ r0s
`
fpx` τq ´ fpy ` τq˘2 dτ+ χ`y P B8ε pxq˘; (5.12)
where we define ΩI “ rΩ “ r´ε,N ` εsˆ r´ε,M ` εs zΩ and extend f by zero outside
Ω. Furthermore, we define T h as a regular partition of ΩYΩI into rectangles of length
one; that is, each pixel has one step function associated to itself, and we denote i as
the rectangle Ti.
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Let ρ P N, a patch Pipfq is a sub-image of discrete fh around pixel i P T h given
by
Pipfqptq “ fhpi` tq, @t P r´ρ : ρs2;
and its measure pipfq is given by the sum of its values. Notice that a patch will have
at most p2ρ` 1q2 “: |P| pixels. Hence, the integral in (5.12) can be approximated as
the measure of the difference between each pair of patches:
γhi,j « exp
#
δ´2
ˆ
´pipf2q ´ pjpf2q ` 2
ÿ
tPr´ρ:ρs2
Pipfqptq ˝Pjpfqptq
˙+
χ
`
y P B8ε piq X γhi,j ą ι
˘
.
(5.13)
As noted in [37], high dissimilarity values between each pair of patches do not
provide meaningful information to the resulting image restoration process, therefore
in (5.13) we introduce two hard threshold parameters ε " 1 and ι ą 0. The first
parameter induces a multi-banded matrix approximation of the nonlocal kernel with
ε ´ 1 bands yielding at most p2ε ` 1q2 “: E neighbors per pixel, whereas the sec-
ond parameter provides an acceptance tolerance between patches. Both parameters
ensure that only close and similar regions of the image are compared while simulta-
neously reducing memory and computational costs. Thus the nonlocal kernel can be
approximated in O
´
|P|“NMp1` Eq ´ E‰¯ operations.
5.2. Optimization algorithm. Equations (5.8) and (5.10) are not linear in
terms of λ and w, respectively. Thus, the reduced objective functionals (3.11) and
(4.19) are not necessarily convex. Thus, we resort to trust-region methods in order
to solve the bilevel problems considered.
We start by summarizing the limited memory approach and then shortly introduce
the projected trust-region algorithm developed in [43] for the solution of the general
nonlinear box-constrained optimization problem:
min
0ďxďb jpxq. (5.14)
5.2.1. Limited memory BFGS. For large-scale problems, limited memory
methods are known to be effective techniques to solve optimization problems, as
they provide easy-to-compute second order information, often resulting in a fast local
superlinear convergence rate and requiring minimal storage [26]. The limited memory
BFGS method approximates the Hessian inverse at iteration k` 1, say Hk`1, related
to η, without storing the dense matrices Hk at each iteration. Instead, this approach
stores m correction pairs tqi, diuiPrk´1:k´ms, where
qi :“ xi`1 ´ xi and di :“ ∇jpxi`1q ´∇jpxiq.
that contain information related to the curvature of j. In [8], a compact form was
introduced to define the limited memory matrix Bk “ H´1k in terms of the n ˆ m
correction matrices
Sk :“
`
qk´m ¨ ¨ ¨ qk´1
˘
and Yk :“
`
dk´m ¨ ¨ ¨ dk´1
˘
.
The matrix SJk Yk can be written as the sum of the following three matrices:
SJk Yk “ Lk `Dk `Rk,
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where Lk is strictly lower triangular, Dk is diagonal, and Rk is strictly upper trian-
gular.
For θ ą 0, if the correction pairs satisfy qJi di ą 0, then the matrix obtained by
updating θIn with the BFGS formula and the correction pairs after m-times can be
written as
Bk :“ θIn ´WkMkWJk , (5.15a)
where Wk and Mk are the block matrices given by
Wk :“
`
Yk θSk
˘
, (5.15b)
Mk :“
ˆ´Dk LJk
Lk θS
J
k Sk
˙´1
. (5.15c)
Note that, as Mk is a 2mˆ2m matrix, the cost of computing the inverse in (5.15c)
is negligible. Hence, using the compact representation (5.15a), various computations
involving Bk become inexpensive, as is the case of the product of Bk times a vector.
A similar compact representation is available for the inverse limited BFGS matrix
Hk using the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula:
Hk :“ 1
θ
In ´ĂWkĂMkĂWJk , (5.16a)
where ĂWk and ĂMk are now given by
ĂWk :“ ˆ1
θ
Yk Sk
˙
, (5.16b)
ĂMk :“
¨˚
˝ 0 ´Rˆ
´1
k
´Rˆ´Jk Rˆ´Jk
ˆ
Dk ` 1
θ
Y Jk Yk
˙
Rˆ´1k
‹˛‚, (5.16c)
and Rˆk is the mˆm matrix
Rˆk :“ Rk `Dk. (5.16d)
One aspect of the BFGS method is that each update is positive definite. As the
limited memory formula (5.15a) can also be stated as
Bk “ V Jk HkVk ` ρkqkqJk , (5.17)
with ρk :“
`
qJk dk
˘´1
and Vk :“ In´ ρkdkqJk , then we can guarantee positive definite-
ness using Powell’s method [31] in which dk is redefined as
dk :“
#
dk if q
J
k dk ě 0.2qJk Bkdk,
αkdk ` p1´ αkqBkqk otherwise, (5.18)
where αk :“ 0.8q
J
k Bkqk
qJk Bkqk´qJk dk . If the updated q
J
k dk is too close to zero, we don’t update
the limited memory matrix in order to maintain numerical stability.
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5.2.2. Active set estimation and search direction. Since the problems at
hand are essentially a box constrained ones, second order information makes only
sense in components which are apart from the bound constraints. Following [43],
we introduce the quantity ξk :“ min
 
βk, c
a}∇ηpxkq}(, where βk and c are positive
constants such that 0 ă βk ă b2 , and define the strongly-active and inactive index sets
by
Ak :“
 
i P r1 : ns : xk,i ď ξk _ xk,i ě b´ ξk
(
, (5.19a)
Ik :“ r1 : nszAk “
 
i P r1 : ns : ξk ă xk,i ă b´ ξk
(
, (5.19b)
respectively, where xk,i is the i-th element of xk.
Now let p∆ ą 0, ∆max ą 0, and κk ą 0. We can deduce a search direction at step
xk as follows:
‚ Projected gradient direction: Compute
dG˚kpp∆q :“ max
#
0,min
#
b, xk ´
p∆
∆max
κk∇ηpxkq
++
´ xk. (5.20)
This is the projected gradient of h at xk.
‚ Projected trust-region direction: We look for a direction dtr˚kpp∆q defined
for each index of the sets Ak and Ik, respectively. We begin with Ak, for
which we let vAkk as the subvector
vAkk :“
#
xk,i if xk,i ď ξk,
b´ xk,i if xk,i ě b´ ξk.
Then we define the subvector
dAk˚k pp∆q :“ min
#
1,
p∆
}vAkk }
+
vAkk . (5.21)
For the inactive set Ik we solve a reduced trust-region subproblem. Here,
let Bk be partitioned into two submatrices B
Ak
k and B
Ik
k by taking columns
of Bk indexed by Ak and Ik, respectively. Let d
Ik˚kpp∆q be a solution of the
following TR–subproblem
min dJ
”`
BIkk
˘J`∇hpxkq `BAkk dAk˚k ˘ı` 12dJ`BIkk ˘JBIkk d
s.t. }d} ď p∆ (5.22)
Now we find the projected trust-region direction as
dtr˚kpp∆q :“ max
#
0,min
#
b, xk `
˜
dAk˚k pp∆q
dIk˚kpp∆q
¸++
´ xk. (5.23)
However, this direction may not be a descent direction for j for far iterates.
This motivates the use of a convex combination with the gradient direction
as follows.
‚ Search direction: Let
d˚,kpp∆q :“ t˚kdG˚kpp∆q ` p1´ t˚kqdtr˚kpp∆q, (5.24)
where t˚k is a solution of the following one-dimensional problem
min
tPr0,1s
η
`
xk ` tdG˚kpp∆q ` p1´ tqdtr˚kpp∆q˘. (5.25)
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5.3. Experimental results. In the following, we present the results of the
bilevel optimization of λ and w using the nonlocal means kernel. We optimized both
parameters independently for each image in our generated database. The results are
organized as follows: For each parameter, a figure and a table are presented. Each
clean image uT of the database is presented alongside four noisy images, namely (a)
to (e), and the corresponding best solution. The values of the Structural Similarity
Index (SSIM), which measure the similarity of the recovered image against uT , are
included (rounded up to two digits). In each table we report, for each clean image
and the corresponding noisy samples, values related to the optimization process and
the best solution found.
For our computations, we use images from The USC-SIPI Image Database which
are padded with a border of zeroes of width ε in order to deal with information in ΩI .
For each image, a sample of four noisy images is obtained by adding different levels of
Gaussian noise with standard deviation σ; that is f “ uT ` n with n „ N p0, σq. The
values of σ are taken according to Table 5.1. We take a constant patch size of radius
ρ “ 5, i.e. each patch contains 121 pixels, the interaction radius ε is chosen such
that there are at most 5 mintN ` 1,M ` 1u neighbours per pixel, and the acceptance
tolerance is a positive number ι ą 0.
Table 5.1: Standard deviation associated to noisy data
Sample (a) (b) (c) (d)
SD σ 101.5 102.0 102.5 103.0
5.3.1. Optimizing the weight λ in front of the fidelity. We recall that,
according to the analysis, λ can be taken as an scalar in C “ r0, bs or as an element
of C “  λ P H1pΩq : b ě λpxq ě 0(.
For the nonlocal matrices associated to both problems, the filtering parameter δ
is taken according to Table 5.2, the upper bound b in the convex set C is fixed to 105,
and the acceptance tolerance is set to ι “ 10´9.
Table 5.2: Filtering parameter for λ optimization
Sample (a) (b) (c) (d)
Filtering δ σ2{2 σ σ σ{1.95
Scalar case. In this case, the directional derivative of the reduced cost functional
(3.11) reduces to f 1pλqh “ puh´ fhq ¨ ph. Here uh and ph are solution of the nonlocal
discretized equations (5.10). This compact representation allows us to use the trust-
region algorithm, which is initialized with λ0 “ 100.
The results are displayed in Figure 5.1 and Table 5.3, correspondingly. In the
latter we report, for each clean image and its corresponding noisy sample, the best
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value of λ associated with the best solution found, its SSIM value rounded up to 4
digits, the number of iterations of the TR algorithm, the order of magnitude of the
derivative of the reduced objective functional, and the dimensions of the image.
It can be observed in Figure 5.1 that there is a significant increase in the SSIM
values. Moreover, as expected, the nonlocal means kernel allows regularization of each
sample while keeping textures (see, e.g., [19]). Hence, discontinuities are preserved
and restored without blurring. Furthermore, in Table 5.3 it is noticeable that the the
best solution found for each noisy image is located in the interior of the convex set C.
This is the case for most of the images in the sample set, as it can be concluded from
the order of magnitude of the derivative of the reduced functional. We also note that,
at each iteration, the objective function decreases monotonically and the trust-region
radius decreases around the solution.
Lena (a) SSIM = 0.71 (b) SSIM = 0.57 (c) SSIM = 0.43 (d) SSIM = 0.30
(a) SSIM = 0.75 (b) SSIM = 0.63 (c) SSIM = 0.51 (d) SSIM = 0.36
cameraman (a) SSIM = 0.58 (b) SSIM = 0.46 (c) SSIM = 0.36 (d) SSIM = 0.26
(a) SSIM = 0.64 (b) SSIM = 0.52 (c) SSIM = 0.40 (d) SSIM = 0.30
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monarch (a) SSIM = 0.77 (b) SSIM = 0.67 (c) SSIM = 0.56 (d) SSIM = 0.44
(a) SSIM = 0.83 (b) SSIM = 0.75 (c) SSIM = 0.64 (d) SSIM = 0.50
Fig. 5.1: Resulting images of scalar parameter optimization
Table 5.3: Results of scalar optimization
Sample Best λ SSIM
Iteration Order of pN,Mq
Count
ˇˇ
f 1pλqˇˇ
L
en
a
(a) 81.39288608477064 0.7491 6 -3
p256, 256q(b) 3.711999777944892 0.6318 16 -2
(c) 199.3507646217158 0.5096 14 -2
(d) 250.1708380247259 0.3612 18 -2
ca
m
er
a
m
a
n (a) 221.1940317431237 0.6358 14 -4
p256, 256q(b) 21.55437493757969 0.5247 14 -2
(c) 170.63141217270092 0.3954 13 -2
(d) 171.0574733520938 0.3035 13 -1
m
o
n
a
rc
h (a) 81.27508954688543 0.8267 6 -2
p256, 171q(b) 3.448376834317583 0.7516 21 -1
(c) 111.9243249470581 0.6417 9 -2
(d) 165.9950203556561 0.4982 14 -4
Spatially dependent parameter. As stated in (5.3), the derivative of the reduced
objective functional in (3.11) is characterized by the solution of the following PDE:
´∆y ` y “ ´β∆λ` βλ` pu´ fqp in Ω,
By
B~n “ β
Bλ
B~n on BΩ.
We will solve this PDE using the approximations of u and p in the selected FEM basis
provided by (5.8).
Furthermore, as optimizing λ is a large scale nonconvex problem, we reset the
solver in order to prevent stagnation in regions far from local minima. Following [9,28],
a restart is triggered in two cases:
1. The trust region radius ∆k becomes sufficiently small. Whenever ∆k ă ∆min,
we set ∆k “ ∆reset with ∆reset P p0,∆maxs and continue iterating if there is a
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decrease in the objective function. This is done in order to prevent algorithm
to halt at a non-stationary point whenever the trust region radius decreases
too quickly.
2. The value qJk dk is too close to zero. If qJk dk ă ς ! 1, then all the stored pairstqi, diu are removed and both Sk and Yk are rebuilt from scratch. The goal
of this is to avoid ill-conditioned updates.
Moreover, after each successful update of the limited memory pairs, we modify the
L-BFGS initialization parameter θ in (5.15), by setting θk “ }dk}{}qk} [15]. Finally, we
set the maximum number of iterations to 103 initializing with the constant candidate
λ0 “ 200.
The results are displayed in Figure 5.2 and Table 5.4. In addition to the noisy
sample and its corresponding set of solutions to each image uT of the database, we
also include a third row of images displaying the best functional parameter found. In
the figure, for each clean image and its corresponding noisy sample, the SSIM value
of the best solution found, rounded up to 4 digits, the number of iterations of the TR
algorithm, the order of magnitude of the 2–norm and 8–norm of the derivative of the
reduced objective functional, the percentage of entries of the derivative with absolute
values below one, and the dimensions of the image.
In Figure 5.2, it is noticeable that, there is a significant increase in the SSIM
values, much larger than for the scalar parameter case. Structurally, there are two
kinds of shapes for the reported parameters: one that catches the discontinuities and
noise of the noisy image, particularly for images with noise levels (c) and (d), and
other that regularizes by regular patches with low values and small localized patches
with high values, mostly for levels (a) and (b), respectively. Furthermore, in Table
5.4 it is noteworthy that the absolute values of most of the entries of the derivative of
the objective functional are below one, which contrasts with the order of magnitude
of the two reported norms. This is again due to the small localized patches in λ which
have high values, resulting in a derivative with high norm and mostly low entries.
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Lena (a) SSIM = 0.71 (b) SSIM = 0.57 (c) SSIM = 0.43 (d) SSIM = 0.30
(a) SSIM = 0.80 (b) SSIM = 0.65 (c) SSIM = 0.60 (d) SSIM = 0.46
cameraman (a) SSIM = 0.58 (b) SSIM = 0.46 (c) SSIM = 0.36 (d) SSIM = 0.26
(a) SSIM = 0.67 (b) SSIM = 0.45 (c) SSIM = 0.50 (d) SSIM = 0.42
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monarch (a) SSIM = 0.77 (b) SSIM = 0.67 (c) SSIM = 0.56 (d) SSIM = 0.44
(a) SSIM = 0.87 (b) SSIM = 0.78 (c) SSIM = 0.72 (d) SSIM = 0.60
Fig. 5.2: Resulting images of spatial parameter optimization
Table 5.4: Results of spatial parameter optimization.
Sample SSIM
Iteration Order of Order of Entries of pN,Mq
Count
››f 1pλq››
2
››f 1pλq››8 |f 1pλq| below 1
L
en
a
(a) 0.8000 1000 1 0 99.9%
p256, 256q(b) 0.6511 2 2 0 89.0%
(c) 0.6029 518 3 3 96.2%
(d) 0.4595 295 2 2 97.4%
ca
m
er
a
m
a
n (a) 0.6658 626 7 7 99.5%
p256, 256q(b) 0.4450 2 2 0 93.9%
(c) 0.4975 296 2 2 95.5%
(d) 0.4231 679 2 1 96.8%
m
o
n
a
rc
h (a) 0.8680 81 1 1 99.7%
p256, 171q(b) 0.7834 13 3 2 85.1%
(c) 0.7234 14 3 3 83.7%
(d) 0.5995 1000 2 2 95.5%
5.4. Optimizing the weight w within the kernel. Next, we solve problem
(4.6) with w P C “ r0,W s. As every evaluation of the reduced objective functional
(4.19) involves retrieving a solution of (4.3), it is a requisite to update γw. However,
the relationship γw1 “ γw1{w0w0 stands by definition, which provides a fast way to get a
new kernel for any w1, w0 P C.
Additionally, we know that the reduced objective functional (4.19) has a dis-
cretized gradient given by equation (5.11). For that, we need to compute a second
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kernel at every evaluation of the derivative, namely pγhw. However, by definition and
using (5.13), we obtain
pγhw,i,j “ rγh1,i,j
“ γhw,i,j ¨
ˆ
´pipf2q ´ pjpf2q ` 2
ÿ
tPr´ρ:ρs2
Pipfqptq ˝Pjpfqptq
˙
(5.26)
for all pixels i, j P T h. Letting qγh be defined as the rightmost part at the end of
(5.26), we get that pγhw can be easily computed by the Hadamard product γhw ˝ qγh.
Furthermore, qγh does only depend on the noisy image f . Thus, it is computed once
at the same time we compute qγh, as we have the identity γhw “ expt´w ¨ qγhu.
As numerically, the exponential function has a limited exponent range which
prevents the effects of underflowing and overflowing, care has to be taken whenever
choosing b and ι. For the former, we set b “ K maxt300{max qγh, 5{κ ˆ 10´5u with K
given as in Table 5.5 and κ is a scaling parameter introduced below. This value is
chosen so that whenever the entries of qγh are small due to low levels of noise, cases (a)
and (b), then w can be taken as big as some multiple of 300, avoiding underflow; and
if the entries of qγh are big due to high levels of noise, cases (c) and (d), then the values
of w will be again limited to avoid underflow. Now, for the acceptance tolerance we set
ι “ 10´10 which will be applied once for an initial kernel of parameter w´1 “ 10´6.
This allows us to keep entries that could be deleted whenever w ą w´1, yet still
remove entries with high dissimilarity values.
Additionally, as in practice the numerical range C is small, we scale the argument
of the objective function in order to further avoid cancelation errors whenever reaching
a local minima. For this, we set the scaling parameter κ “ 10´6. Finally, we set
λ “ 100 for system (5.10).
Table 5.5: Parameters for weight optimization
Sample (a) (b) (c) (d)
K 2 1 1 1
w0 2ˆ 10´5 1ˆ 10´5 5ˆ 10´6 2ˆ 10´6
We start the algorithm with w0 taken as in Table 5.5. The corresponding results
are presented in Figure 5.3 and Table 5.6. For the latest we report for each clean
image and its corresponding noisy sample, the best value of w associated with the
best solution found, its SSIM value rounded up to 4 digits, the number of iterations of
the TR algorithm, the order of magnitude of the derivative of the reduced objective
functional, and the dimensions of the image.
In Figure 5.3, there is a significant increase in the SSIM values. Also, in Table 5.6
it is again observable that the best parameter found for each noisy image is located
in the interior of the convex set C.
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Lena (a) SSIM = 0.71 (b) SSIM = 0.57 (c) SSIM = 0.43 (d) SSIM = 0.30
(a) SSIM = 0.75 (b) SSIM = 0.63 (c) SSIM = 0.51 (d) SSIM = 0.37
cameraman (a) SSIM = 0.58 (b) SSIM = 0.46 (c) SSIM = 0.36 (d) SSIM = 0.26
(a) SSIM = 0.63 (b) SSIM = 0.52 (c) SSIM = 0.38 (d) SSIM = 0.30
monarch (a) SSIM = 0.77 (b) SSIM = 0.67 (c) SSIM = 0.56 (d) SSIM = 0.44
(a) SSIM = 0.83 (b) SSIM = 0.64 (c) SSIM = 0.75 (d) SSIM = 0.51
Fig. 5.3: Results for the kernel weight optimization.
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Table 5.6: Results of weight optimization
Sample Best w SSIM
Iteration Order of pN,Mq
Count
ˇˇ
g1pwqˇˇ
L
en
a
(a) 0.00010058037591041884 0.7525 23 4
p256, 256q(b) 3.479 534 200 755ˆ 10
´5 0.6339 19 5
(c) 1.365 942 222 785ˆ 10´5 0.5099 13 5
(d) 6.010 164 391 428ˆ 10´6 0.3715 16 6
ca
m
er
a
m
a
n (a) 0.00016391632182323091 0.6326 29 3
p256, 256q(b) 4.748 817 967 295ˆ 10
´5 0.5184 19 5
(c) 1.039 828 596 144ˆ 10´5 0.3819 11 5
(d) 4.667 619 915 317ˆ 10´6 0.3024 11 7
m
o
n
a
rc
h (a) 9.386 449 960 967ˆ 10´5 0.8258 26 3
p256, 171q(b) 1.062 158 555 166ˆ 10
´5 0.6432 16 6
(c) 2.500 581 037 726ˆ 10´5 0.7469 9 4
(d) 4.946 448 008 344ˆ 10´6 0.5070 13 7
5.5. Comparison between methods. Finally, we briefly compare the results
obtained after optimizing problems (3.18), (3.7), and (4.6), and compare them with
total variation denoising. For this purpose, we select a fingerprint image, named
fprint3, and add Gaussian noise with standard deviation σ “ 103.0. Each result
is displayed in Figure 5.4, where the SSIM value of the best image found is also
provided. Moreover, a close-up of each image is plotted, in order to compare the
graphical differences of each method.
fprint3 (a) SSIM = 0.37 (b) SSIM = 0.44 (c) SSIM = 0.52 (d) SSIM = 0.45
(a) TV (b) Scalar λ (c) Spatial λ (d) Weight w
Fig. 5.4: Comparison between local and nonlocal denoising methods
(a) Total Variation denoising, (b) Nonlocal denoising for scalar λ, (c) Nonlocal denoising for spatially
dependent λ, (c) Nonlocal denoising for kernel scalar w.
Visually, it is clear that total variation denoising does not perform as well as the
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nonlocal approaches. The well-know staircasing effect of total variation is present in
the fingerprint structure. In (b) and (d) the border of the fingerprint retains some
noise, which comes from underfitting, and the intensity level of the number at the
top is smoothed. In contrast, image (c) recovers the border of the fingerprint and the
number is sharper.
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